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Abstract

The number, the size, and the dynamics of lntemet in-
formation sources bears abundant evidence of the need
of automation in information extraction (IE). This paper
deals with the question of how such extraction mecha-
nisms can automatically be created by invoking learning
techniques.
The underlying scenario of system-supported IE is
putting certain constraints on the available training ex-
amples. Therefore, the traditional approaches to formal
language learning do not capture the kind of problems
to be solved when learning the corresponding extraction
mechanisms.
We illustrate the resulting differences by studying the
problem of learning a particular type of extraction
mechanisms (so-called island wrappers). We show how
to decompose this learning problem into different sub-
problems that can be handled independently and in par-
allel. Moreover, we relate the learning problems on
hand to the problems that learning theory papers orig-
inally address and point out what they have in common
and where the differences are.

Motivation and Introduction
The work reported in the present paper mainly draws its mo-
tivation from ongoing research related to knowledge discov-
ery and information extraction (IE) in the World Wide Web.
Documents prepared for the Internet in HTML, in XML or
in any other syntax have to be interpreted by browsers sitting
anywhere in the World Wide Web. For this purpose, the doc-
uments do need to contain syntactic expressions which are
controlling its interpretation including its visual appearance
and its interactive behaviour. These syntactic expressions
are usually hidden from the user and obviously apart from
the user’s interest. The user is typically interested in the
information itself. Accordingly, the user deals exclusively
with the desired contents, and a system for IE should deal
with the syntax.

In a characteristic scenario of system-supported IE, the
user is taking a source document and is highlighting repre-
sentative pieces of information that are of interest. It is left
to the system to understand how the target information is
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wrapped into syntactic expressions and to learn a procedure
(henceforth called wrapper) that allows for an extraction 
this information.

For illustration, see the web page in Figure 1 which con-
cerns details about the program committee of the special
track Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining of this year’s
Florida AI Symposium.
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Figure 1: Visual appearance of a sample document D

In our example, a potential user is interested in the names
and corresponding e-mail addresses of the pc-members.

Figure 2 displays the HTML source of document D. Spe-
cial text segments occur at the beginning and the end of
the information the user is interested in. In this example,
the names of the pc-members are surrounded by the strings
’<R>’ and ’</B>’ resp. ’~ [Chairman] (/B)’, while the
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email addresses are surrounded by the strings ’~d~ILTO :’
and .... . These delimiters may guide an extraction proce-
dure to recognize the correct information pieces.

Figure 2: HTML source of D

Figure 3 shows the PROLOG-Iike (cf. (Grieser et aA
2000)) representation of a wrapper which allows for the ex-
traction of all pairs (N, E) in document D, where N is pc-
member’s name and E is the corresponding e-mail address.

o) extract(N, E, Xx (B)NRx X~MAILTO : E" X3) 
not c-rx(N), n(RD, not c-la(Xz), not c-rg.(E).

(z) rl((/B)).
(~)c-rl(X) +-- rt(X).
(s)c-rt(XY) ~ c-r~(X).
(7) c-12 (MAI LTO : ).
(a)c-I~(XY) ~- c-12(X).
.o)c-r~(").
~,)c-r2(XY) ~ c-r2(X).

(3)rx (,., [Chairman] (/B)).

(oc-rl(XY) ~ c-q (Y).

(9)c-lz(XY) +-- c-19(Y).

(,2) c-rg.(XY) +-- c-rg.(Y).

Figure 3: An appropriate extraction procedure for D

The first rule can now be interpreted as follows. A pc-
member’s name N and the corresponding e-mail address E
can be extracted from an HTML document in case that (i) 
matches the pattern ’X~ (B)NR~ XzMAILTO : E" Xa’ and (ii)
the instantiations of the variables N, R~, Xz, and E meet cer-
tain constraints. For example, the constraint r~ (R~) states
that the variable R~ can only be replaced by some string
’(/B)’ or ’,., [Chairman] (/B)’. Further constraints 
’not c-2~ (Xg.) ’ explicitly state which text segments are
not suited to be substituted for the variable Xz. This particu-
lar constraint guarantees that the specified wrapper does not
allow for the extraction of pairs (N, E) such that the name
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N and the e-mail address E belong to different pc-members.
The other two constraints ’not c-r~ (N) ’ and ’not 
rz (E) ’ ensure that the strings substituted for N and E, re-
spectively, are as short as possible. Finally, if D matches
the pattern ’X~ (B)NR~Xg.MAILTO : E" X3’ and all the con-
straints are fulfilled, then the instantiations of the variables
N and E yield the information required.

This paper deals with the question of how such extraction
mechanisms can automatically be created by invoking learn-
ing techniques. On a first glance, wrapper induction seems
to be a particular instance of the more general problem of
language learning from positive examples. However, the
problem on hand has its special features. The information,
which a potential user provides, does not meet the standard
assumptions underlying almost all theoretical approaches in
formal language learning.

It is the aim of the present paper to make this differ-
ence more explicit. Moreover, we relate the learning prob-
lems on hand to the problems that learning theory papers
originally address and point out what they have in com-
mon and where the differences are. More specifically, we
use the problem of learning island wrappers, a particu-
lar simple class of wrappers introduced in (Thomas 1999a;
1999b), as an illustrating example.

Our theoretical investigations are based on the rather ide-
alistic asumption that, when learning any particular island
wrapper, the learner eventually receives all HTML docu-
ments together with the overall set of information that can be
extracted from those documents by means of this particular
wrapper. Naturally, one has to be aware that problems which
can be identified when studying the principal capabilities of
algorithmic learners under this idealistic assumption have to
be considered when designing applicable algorithms for au-
tomatic wrapper induction in cases where these assumptions
do not hold.

Gold-Style Language Learning

In this section, we provide the basic concepts of Gold’s
(1967) model of learning in the limit.

Let ~ be any finite alphabet. By E* we denote the set of
all strings over E. We let ~+ = E* \ {e}, where e denotes
the empty string.

Any subset L C_ E* is called a language. Next, for any
L,L’ C_ E*, weletLoL’ = {wv I w 6 L, v 6 L’).
~, = ~* \ (~* o L o Z*), and ~+ = Z~, \ 

A class of non-empty languages C is said to be an in-
dexable class of recursive languages (indexable class, for
short), if there is an effective enumeration (L~)~e~ of 
and only the languages in C such that membership is uni-
formly decidable with respect to this enumeration (cf. (An-
gluin 1980)). Subsequently, an enumeration of this kind 
said to be an indexing of C.

Angluin (1980) started the systematic study of learning
indexable classes. (Angluin 1980) and succeeding publica-
tions (cf. (Zeugmann & Lange 1995), for an overview) found
a lot of interest, since most natural language classes consti-
tute indexable classes.



There are several ways to present information about for-
mal languages to be learned. The basic approaches are de-
fined via the concepts text and informant, respectively. A
text is just any sequence of words exhausting the target lan-
guage. An informant is any sequence of words labelled al-
ternatively either by I or 0 such that all the words labelled by
1 form a text for the target language L, whereas the remain-
ing words labelled by 0 constitute a text of the complement
of L. In all what follow, we exclusively deal with the case
of learning from text.

An algorithmic learner (henceforth, called IIM) receives
as inputs larger and larger initial segments of a text t for a
target language L and generates as its outputs hypotheses.
An IIM learns a target language L from text t, if the se-
quence of its outputs stabilizes on a hypothesis that correctly
describes L. Now, an IIM is said to learn L from text, if it
learns L from every text for it. Furthermore, some language
class C is said to be learnable from text, if there is an IIM
which learns every language L E C from text. By LimTxt
we denote the collection of all indexable classes C for which
there is an IIM that learns C from text.

The collection of all Lira Txt-identifiable classes can be
characterized in terms of finite ’tell-tale sets’.

Theorem 1 (Angluin 1980) Let C be an indexable class.
C E LimTxt iffthere are an indexing (Lj)je~ of C and 
procedure p that, given any j E ]N, enumerates a finite set
Sj such that (i) and (ii) are fulfilled, where
(i)for all j E IN, Sj C Lj.
(ii)forall j, k E IN, ifSj C Lk then Lk ~- Lj.

Island Wrappers
Next, we define a particular type of wrappers, so-called is-
land wrappers (of. (Thomas 1999a; 1999b)), that describe
a particular way of how interesting information may be
wrapped into an HTML document. This approach rests upon
the following assumptions.
(i) Information of the same type visually appears in the same

style in a document and, vice versa, the visual appearance
allows for grouping information.

(ii) The visual appearance of information has to be encoded
in a document, and therefore the corresponding text parts
are surrounded by HTML commands that in turn may help
to find these text parts in the document.

More specifically, it is assumed that some corresponding text
part v can be identified by particular strings l and r that oc-
cur in the HTML document to the left and to the right of v,
respectively. The surrounding strings l and r, which are by
no means limited to contain only formatting commands, are
called delimiters. The text part lvr is said to be an island.

Island wrappers generalize this basic approach by spec-
ifying of how interesting n-tuples (vl,...,vn) may be
wrapped into HTML documents. Here, the corresponding
left and right delimiters are not uniquely fixed. In contrast,
they may belong to possibly infinite languages of admissible
delimiters (so-called delimiter languages). As we see below,
a particular island wrapper is uniquely characterized by its
delimiter languages.

In general, given any document d E E+, an island wrap-
per W may be understood as a finite description of a map-
ping that assigns a finite set Sw (d) of n-tuples to d, where
Sw (d) contains all and only the n-tuples that are wrapped
into d, accordingly.

More formally, let n > 1, let L1, R1,..., Ln, Rn be de-
limiter languages, and let W = (Lx, R],... Ln, Rn) be the
corresponding island wrapper. Then, the island wrapper W
defines the following mapping Sw from documents to n_
ary relations: Given any document d, we let Sw (d) be the
set of all n-tuples (vl,...,vn) E (~+)n for which there
are xo E ~*,...,x,~ E ~*, 11 ELI,..., In E Ln and
rl E RI,... ,rn E Rn such that conditions (i) to (iii) 
fulfilled, where
(i) d = XollVlrl ... InvnrnXn.
(ii) for all i E {1,... ,n}, vi does not contain a substring

belonging to Ri, i.e., vi E ~+,.
(iii) for all i E { 1,..., n- 1 }, xi does not contain a substring

belonging to Li+l, i.e., xi E ~+1"

Conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that the extracted strings 
as short as possible and that the distance between them is
as small as possible. This, in particular, helps to avoid that
extracted strings, which are supposed to belong to different
n-tuples, are grouped in the same n-tuple.

Learning Island Wrappers
In this section, we deal with the problem of how to learn
wrappers from examples. In the long-term, we are interested
in learning devices that learn extraction mechanisms imple-
menting the mappings defined by the corresponding wrap-
pers. The latter is one of the central topics of a joint research
and development project named LExIKON on information
extraction from the Internet. This project is supported by
the German Federal Ministry for Economics and Technol-
ogy. Beside the authors’ institutions, the project consortium
comprises other academic research teams at the University
Leipzig, the University of Koblenz-Landan, and the Bay-
erische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG, respectively, and the
two software houses rzw_cimdata and Dr. Stephan & Part-
ner.

Since an island wrapper is completely determined by its
delimiter languages, the overall learning problem reduces to
the problem of finding these delimiter languages. On the
first glance, this seems to be a particular instance of the tra-
ditional learning problems described above. However, a po-
tential user does not directly provide elements of the delim-
iter languages as example to the IE system. Instead, the user
marks interesting text parts in the HTML documents under
inspection, and thus the IE system receives only implicit in-
formation about the delimiter languages to be learned. Con-
sequently, the approaches developed for traditional language
learning do only translate indirectly - after an appropriate
adaptation- to the setting of language learning from marked
text.

The relevant details are as follows.
Now, suppose that a user marks an interesting n-

tuple ~vl,... ,vn) in a document d under inspection.
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Herewith, the user simultaneously marks the correspond-
ing starting and end positions of these strings. More-
over, assuming that each vi ends before vi+l starts,
the user samples the document into 2n + 1 consecu-
tive text parts Uo,vt,ul,...,vn,Un. Hence, the string
uovlul "’vnun equals d. Finally, such a 2n+l-tuple
( uo, el, u l , . . . , vn, un) is said to be an n-marked document.

Let W = (L1, R1,..., L,, R,~) be an island wrapper and
let m = (uo, vl, ul,..., vn, u,) be an n-marked document.
Then, m is said to be an example for W if conditions (i) 
(iii) are fulfilled, where
(i) u0 E ~* o L1 andu, Rno ~*.

(ii) for all i E (1,..., n}, vi E ~+,.

(iii) for all i E {1,..., n - 1}, ui E Rio Z*L~+I o Li+l.
Now, an n-marked text t for an island wrapper W is an in-

finite sequence of n-marked documents that serve as exam-
ples for W. Similarly as above, it is required that t exhausts
the set of all possible examples for W, i.e., every n-marked
document that constitutes an example for W must eventually
appear.

Finally, a wrapper learner (henceforth called WlM) re-
ceives as input larger and larger initial segments of a marked
text for some target wrapper W and generates as outputs hy-
potheses. Learning took place iff the sequence of hypothe-
ses stabilizes on some description of a wrapper W’ such that
Sw(d) = Sw, (d) for all documents d E ~+.

Collection of relevant learning problems

Conceptually, when learning an island wrapper from marked
text, one may proceed as follows: In a first step, the overall
learning problem has to be decomposed into several indi-
vidual learning problems. In a second step, learning algo-
rithms have to be invoked to solve the derived individual
learning problems independently and in parallel. In a con-
eluding step, the solutions of the individual problems have
to be used to determine the defining delimiter languages and
to fix the hypothesized island wrapper.

In general, there are three types of individual learning
problems that have to be solved.

So, let W = (L1,R1,...,Ln,R,) be the target island
wrapper and let ((uo~, vii, ul~,..., vnj, unj))je~ be the n-
marked text presented.

First, the subsequence (uoi)je~ provides information
about the left delimiter language L1, since every u% has
a suffix belonging to L1. However, from the IE system’s
perspective, it is by no means clear where the corresponding
suffix starts in Uoi. But it is clear that (u%)j~r~ forms a text
for a language of type 1:

¯ TI(L)=Z*oL.
Second, the subsequence (Unj)je~ provides information

about the right delimiter language R,, since every Un~ has
a prefix belonging to Rn. But the n-marked text contains
some more information concerning Rn. By definition, the
strings v,~j marked by the user do not contain any substring
that belongs to Rn. To formalize this, let # be any sym-
bol not occurring in E. Then, the sequence (v,,~ #Unj)jer~
constitutes a text for a language of type 2:
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¯ T2(L) = o {#} o L s,
Third, the subsequence (Ul~)je~, for instance, simulta-

neously provides information about the right and the left de-
limimr language R1 and L2, respectively, since ul~ has a
prefix and a suffix belonging to R1 and L2, respectively. As
above, by definition, the n-marked text contain some more
information concerning both delimiter languages. Putting
everything together, one directly sees that the sequence
(vlj #uli)ja~ forms a text for a language of type 

¯ T3(L, L’) = ~+ o {#} o L o ~,, o L’.
Hence, by exploiting all the information which an n-

marked text contains, one comes up with n + 1 different tra-
ditional problems of learning languages from ordinary text.
More formally, the following learning problems are of inter-
est.

Definition 1 Let 6~ be an indexable language class. For
all i E {0,..., 3}, the learning problem LP~(CC) can 
solved iff Ti(cc) E LimTzt, where To(CC) = 6", T1(6’) 
{TI(L) [L C 6’}, T2(CC) : {T2(L) I L ¯ and
T3(CC) = {T3(L, L’) I L, L’ ¯ 6,}.

Here, LPo(CC) serves as kind of master problem when re-
lating the resulting learning problems/-21 (6’) till LP3 (6’) 
one another. We are interested in answering questions like
the following: Is it possible to solve the learning problems
LP1 (6’), LP~ (6’) or LP3 (6") provided one knows that there is
a solution for the problem LPo (6’)? Questions of this kind
will intensively be studied in the next subsection.

Relations between the relevant learning problems
We start our discussion with an illustrating example. Let
Z = {a,b,c}.Foralln ¯ ]N, letLo = {amb lrn > 1}U{c}
and Ln+l = {arab [ 1 < m < n + 1} U {c, ca}. Moreover,
we let CCA be the collection of all these languages.

First, we consider the learning problem LP1 (CCA). An ap-
propriate IIM M may work as follows.

IIM M: On input wo,..., win, check whether some of the
strings wo,..., Wra ends with a. If no such string occurs,
output a description for E* o Lo. Otherwise, return a de-
scription for ~* o L1.
Obviously, M witnesses T1 (CCA) ̄ LimTxt. Does this in-

sight help to derive an answer to the question of whether or
not the learning problem LP2 (CCA) can be solved? The ulti-
mate answer is no, since it turns out that T2 (CCA) LimTxt.

To see this, assume the contrary, i.e., let M be an IIM
that learns Tg.(6’A) in the limit from text. First, it is easy

to see that ]~+ -L~ = E+j for anyi,j ¯ ~I. Based onM,
one can easily define an IIM M’ that LimTxt-identifies the
indexable class {L o E* ] L ¯ CCA}. Next, by Theorem 1,
there is a finite set So C Lo o E* such that So C L o E*
implies L o E* ¢~ Lo o ~*, for any L ¯ CCA. For the ease
of argumentation, assume that some string in So has a prefix
of form an’ b. Let n be the maximal index n’. Clearly, L, o
E* C Lo o E*. On the other hand, one directly sees that
So C_ L,~ o E*. But this contradicts our assumptions that
So serves as a finite tell-tale set for Lo, and thus T2(6’A)
L im Txt.



To sum up the discussion of our illustrating example:
Knowing that the learning problem LPt (C) can be solved for
some indexable class C does not imply that one can solve the
learning problem LP2 (C) as well.

Surprisingly, this insight generalizes as follows:

Theorem2 Leti,j E {1,...,4} withi ~ j. Then, there
is an indexable class C such that assertions (i) and (ii) 

fulfilled, where
(i) it is possible to solve problem LPi(C).
(ii) it is impossible to solve problem LPj (C).

Proof. For each relevant pair i, j, we have to provide an in-
dexable class that meet (i) and (ii). Due to space constraints,
we only sketch some simple cases.

As argued above, the learning problems LPo(CA) and
LP1 (CA) can be solved. A careful analysis shows that the
same is true for LP3 (CA), while LP2 (CA) cannot be solved.

Now, let ~ = {a, b} and let CB be the collection of the fol-
lowing languages Ln, where, for all n E IN, L0 = {abma [
m > 1} and Ln+l :- Lo \ {abn+la}. As it turns out, the
learning problems LPo (CB) and LP1 (CB) cannot be solved.
In contrast, the learning problems LP~(CB) and LP3 (CB)
have a solution. This is mainly due to the fact that, for
all n E IN, ~+ contains exactly one string that belongs

Ln+l

to Lo, namely the string abn+la. This allows one to distin-
guish the languages 7"2 (Lo) and T2 (Ln+l) as well as T3 
and T~ (L~+I), respectively. []

Consequently, there are indexable classes C such that
(i) knowing that there is a solution for one of the learning

problems does not help to solve the other ones and, vice
versa,

(ii) knowing that some learning problem cannot be solved
does not mean that one cannot solve the other ones.
After showing that all the learning problems defined are

somehow independent, further investigations deal with the
question under what circumstances learning becomes possi-
ble. To answer this question, we provide a kind of case study
concerning learning problem LP2 (C).

One particular learning problem
Wright (1989, see also (Motoki, Shinohara, & Wright
1991)) introduced the following sufficient condition for limit
learning from text.

Definition 2 (Wright 1989) Let C be an indexable class.
C has infinite elasticity, if there are an infinite sequence
(wj)jE~ of strings from ~* and an infinite sequence of lan-
guages (Lj)jE~ of languages in C such that, for all k >_ 1,
{w0~...,wk-1} C Lk andwk ~ Lk.

C has finite elasticity if it does not have infinite elasticity.

Theorem 3 (Wright 1989) Let C be an indexable class that
hasfinite elasticity. Then, C E LimTxt.

Assume that a given indexable class C has finite elastic-
ity. By Theorem 3, we know that t7 E LimTxt. Does this
imply T2(C) LiraTxt, aswell? If we canshowthat T2(C)
has finite elasticity as well, then we are immediately done.
However, this is impossible.

Theorem 4 There is an indexable class C such that condi-
tions ( i ) and ( ii ) are fulfilled, where
( i) C has finite elasticity.
( ii ) T2 ( C ) has infinite elasticity.

Proof Let E = {a, b} and let Cc be the collection of all
languages Ln, where, for all n _> 0, Ln = {ban+lb, bb}.
It is not hard to see that Co has finite elasticity. To see that
Tz (Co) has infinite elasticity, choose the sequence of strings
w’o = bab#bb, w’1 = baab#bb .... and the sequence of
languages L~ = T2(L1), L~ = Tg.(Lz) []

However, for a slight variation of the language class
T2(C), namely the class T4(C) = {L o E* I L E C}, 
can be shown that T4(C) has finite elasticity in case C has
finite elasticity.

Proposition 5 Let C be an indexable class that has finite
elasticity. Then, T4 ( C ) has also finite elasticity.

Hence, T4(C) E LimTxt.

Now, the latter theorem can be invoked to show that
T2(C) LimTxt incase that C hasfini te elasticity.

Theorem 6 Let C be an indexable class that has finite elas-
ticity. Then, T2(C) LimTxt.

Finally, there is another, somehow orthogonal, sufficient
condition that ensures that one can solve learning problems
of type 2.

Theorem 7 Let C be an indexable class that only contains
finite languages. Then, Tz(C) LimTxt.
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